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Summary 
 

In June 2014, Torbay Catchment Group (TCG) received a $15,000 grant from South Coast Natural 

Resource Management through the State NRM office. The purpose of the funding was to run a 

workshop relating to Environmental Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act (EPBC) species and a 

sustainable gardening workshop presented by celebrity gardener Sabrina Hahn. A third of the funding 

was also to be used to support TCG in areas such as administration and general running costs incurred 

by the group. 

In November 2015, Sabrina Hahn delivered four 3 hour workshops over two days at the Albany Golf Club 

addressing both sustainable gardening and gardening with native plants to attract native animals to 

properties. The workshops were attended by a total of 279 people between Sunday November 23rd and 

Monday November 24th.  

The administration portion for the grant was used for various purposes which included book keeping, 

insurance costs and general running costs. 

Feedback from workshop participants found that everyone enjoyed themselves and gained a lot of 

information. Surveys also revealed what people want to learn about in the future. 

The following report elaborates on the project with a focus on the workshops. 
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Introduction 
 

In June 2014, TCG received funding from South Coast Natural Resource Management and the State NRM 

Office to run two workshops and to help with the general running costs of the group. The workshops to 

be provided were an EPBC themed workshop and a sustainable gardening workshop with celebrity 

gardener Sabrina Hahn. During initial planning of the workshops, it was realised that although Sabrina 

Hahn is well known from her gardening show on ABC radio, she also has expert knowledge on native 

plants and how to attract local wildlife to properties through correct plant selection and garden design. 

Therefore it was decided to use Sabrina Hahn to deliver both the workshops with one on sustainable 

gardening as well as an EPBC themed workshop discussing which native plants to use to attract local 

wildlife (including EPBC listed species) to a property. The sustainable gardening workshop was called 

Creating and Easy Edible Garden and the EPBC themed workshop called Gardening for Wildlife.  

With the high popularity of Sabrina it was decided to run two workshops on the Sunday (Nov 23) and 

two on the Monday (Nov 24) to allow more people from the community the opportunity to attend. 

A third of the funding provided also supported TCG by assisting with general administration and tasks 

such as book keeping, insurance and general running costs. 
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1. Project Activities 

 
1.1 Project Description and Objectives 

 
The project aimed to deliver 2 specific workshops. One on sustainable gardening with celebrity gardener 
Sabrina Hahn and a second EPBC themed workshop. The milestones set for the project are listed below 
(Table 1). 
 
 

 Milestones to be delivered for the project 
 

 
 
 

 
 

The Milestones were developed into project deliverables as shown below. 
 
 

 Two EPBC themed gardening workshops delivered by Sabrina  Hahn 
 Two sustainable gardening workshops delivered by Sabrina  Hahn 
 1 media release for the workshops 
 Surveying workshop participants 

2. Promotion of the Workshops 
 

Promotion was vital to the success of the workshops and so the following methods were used. 

 Email 

 South Coast NRM E-newsletter 

 South Coast NRM website calendar of events 

 Local news paper 

 Talking with Sabrina Hahn on ABC 720 Perth radio 

 Flyers 

 Torbay Catchment Group website 

Milestones Milestone No.  Milestone  Completion Date  

1  1x EPBC workshop  31 December 2014  

2  1x sustainable 
gardening/orchard workshop 
with Sabrina Hahn  

31 December 2014  

3  1 x media release  31 December 2014  

4  Preparation and submission 
of Final Report  

30 June 2015  

Table 1: Milestones delivered for the project 
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The event was initially promoted to the 300 plus people on the Torbay catchment group email contact 

list. This resulted in an immediate influx of approximately 50 bookings. South Coast Natural Resource 

Management also assisted by promoting the workshops through their website (using their calendar of 

events) and through their E-Newsletter. 

In early October the event was publicised in the Great Southern Weekender which has a distribution of 

22,000 and covers a wide area that includes Albany, Denmark, Walpole, Mt Barker, Kojonup, Kataning and 

Bremer Bay. The advertorial placed in the paper (Fig 1) resulted in the majority of bookings.  

 

  
 

Figure 1: Advertorial that appeared in the Great Southern weekender on October 9th 2014 

 

A follow-up advertisement with a promotional flyer was placed in the same newspaper two weeks later 

on October 23rd as further promotion for the workshops. A scanned copy of both the adverts can be 

found in appendix 1 and 2. 

Two weeks prior to the workshops, the event was promoted on ABC 720 radio Perth during Sabrina 

Hahn’s ‘Roots and Shoots’ radio show. Project officer Craig Carter talked with Sabrina about the 

upcoming workshops and some of the activities TCG are engaged in such as wildlife conservation and 

helping farmers practice sustainable methods. 
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As usual, a catchy flyer (Fig 2) was produced for the workshops. These flyers were put up all around the 

Denmark CBD and in Albany. Flyers were also placed on the notice boards of general stores in the 

outlying communities of Elleker, Young’s Siding and Little Grove. 

 

 

Figure 2: The flyer produced for the workshops that was displayed across the Albany region 
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The TCG website was also used to promote the workshops as well as provide the main point for 

bookings. Apart from providing further information on the workshops the web page (Fig 3) had an online 

booking facility. Here people were able to enter their details and submit them online. Once submitted 

participants were emailed a booking number, therefore securing their spot. The website took 98% of the 

bookings and was very successful. 

 

Figure 3: A web page was produced which provided information on the workshops and a convenient 
way to book online 
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3. The Workshops 
 

The workshops were held on Sunday 23rd and Monday 24th of November, 2014. These days were chosen 

to allow people a choice to attend on either a weekday or the weekend. A total of 279 people attended 

the Albany Golf Club venue over the two days (Table 2).  

 

Date Workshop Number of attendees 

Sunday November 23rd Gardening for Wildlife 57 

Sunday November 23rd Creating an Easy Edible Garden 99 

Monday November 24th Creating an Easy Edible Garden 75 

Monday November 24th Gardening for Wildlife 48 

 Total 279 

 

 

The most popular of the workshops were the Creating an Easy Edible Garden (Fig 4 & 5) with 62% of 

participants attending these workshops. The workshops also included guest speakers who gave a short 

presentation at the beginning of each workshop. Yann Toussaint from the Albany Community Garden 

gave a talk about the work he does at the start of the Creating and Easy Edible Garden workshop and 

Sylvia Leighton from the Department of Parks and Wildlife gave a talk about local wildlife and the Land 

for Wildlife program. The workshops ran for 2.5 hours each and included a free morning or afternoon 

tea.  

Various hand outs and brochures were available to participants which included information on native 

plants and revegetation advice. During the workshops most people asked gardening questions and even 

passed on some local advice. Interaction among those attending and Sabrina Hahn was high. This 

resulted everyone gaining valuable information and adding to the relaxed atmosphere of the 

workshops.  

Everyone who attended received a raffle ticket and prizes were drawn regularly throughout the 

workshops. The majority of prizes were plants (with some gift vouchers) and these were donated by 

some of the local nurseries and small businesses (mentioned in the acknowledgements). The donated 

plants also provided a great backdrop for the presenters as they gave their talks. 

During each of the workshops there was a 25 minute break where people enjoyed a morning or 

afternoon tea overlooking the beautiful Southern Ocean. This also gave participants the opportunity to 

meet Sabrina and have a quick chat. 

A photographer from the Great Southern Weekender and the Albany Advertiser attended and took 

photos of Sabrina and people attending. Pictures later appeared in both papers (appendix 3 & 4) which 

was great promotion for the work TCG does. 

 

Table 2: Number of attendees to each of the gardening workshops 
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Figure 4: Participants at the Creating an Easy Edible Garden Workshop at Albany Golf Club on Sunday 
November 23rd 

 

 

Figure 5: Sabrina Hahn laughing along with the audience during her presentation 
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3.1 Surveying Workshop Participants 
 

The workshops ran very smoothly with everyone enjoying themselves due to the informal and fun way 

Sabrina delivers her workshops. Following the workshops many people sent emails saying how much 

they enjoyed the workshops. This sentiment was also echoed in the comments on the surveys which 

people completed after the workshops.  

The surveys asked 3 simple questions.  

1. What was most beneficial from the workshop? 

2. What would you like to learn about next? 

3. Would they like to join TCG or a catchment group closer to their place of residence?  

Approximately 50 surveys were completed after the workshops. The question about joining the group 

received a fantastic response with 30 people signing up to become new members of TCG.  

Participants also indicated they wanted to learn about a variety of topics. The below table (3) shows the 

various topics that people would like to learn about at future workshops. 

Fruit Trees (5) Nest Boxes (2) Biodynamics (2) 

Composting (6) Soil Health (4) Native Plants (15) 

Fire Retardant Plants (2) Seed collecting (4) Permaculture (2) 

Waterway Protection (12) Endangered Animals (12) Weed Management (21) 

Feral Animal Control (12) Sustainable Farming (14) Organic Farming (21) 

 

 

The above suggestions from the people who attended the workshops will now be incorporated into 

future workshops. Looking at the topics suggested in table 3, certain workshops with a similar theme 

could be combined into a single workshop. For example a workshop on fruit trees, permaculture, 

organic farming and soil health could for the basis for a one or even two day workshop. 

 

4. Financial Support Assisting TCG to Remain Viable 
 

TCG also received funding to assist the group in achieving their goals and to remain viable. The funding 

was used in several areas which included book keeping, insurance and general administration costs 

which greatly supported the group. Over the past 3-5 years TCG has achieved a great deal with over 35 

hectares of native species planted, over 10 kilometres of fencing of native bush and has delivered 

approximately 15 workshops and/or events. The membership of the TCG has also increased by about 

60% in this time and currently has a membership of 146 people.  

The committee currently consists of 8 enthusiastic people who are committed to helping manage the 

greater Torbay catchment. The ongoing support of the group and similar groups will ensure that 

continued work in the environment is maintained. 

Table 3: Topics participants want to learn about in the future 
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5. Conclusion 
 

The Sabrina Hahn workshops attracted nearly 300 people and were very well received by all that 

attended. The message about sustainable gardening and using native plants to attract local wildlife was 

delivered by a great speaker who was able to inform and entertain at the same time. Judging by the 

positive feedback, we assume most if not everyone attending learnt something at the workshops and 

we hope it will be put into practice on their properties. 

The organisation and delivery of the workshops was successful due to the commitment of TCG to deliver 

an informative and enjoyable workshop. The choice of a well laid out venue and excellent support 

speakers only added to the success of the workshops. 

Feedback from workshop attendees was overwhelmingly positive as people not only got to see and talk 

to a celebrity gardener they enjoy listening to on the radio, but because they learnt so much and were 

able to ask questions pertinent to their own gardens and lifestyle. 

Attendees also provided information on what they would like to learn about in the future which will 

allow TCG to deliver tailor made workshops for the local community. 

These workshops as well as the past work achieved by TCG since it was formed in 1999, has only been 

possible due to the support of both government and non-government organisations. Community 

awareness and involvement is also vital for groups such as TCG to exist and make a difference. This 

support, whether it be financial or people volunteering their time will ensure that TCG and similar 

groups are able to continue this work tomorrow and into the future. 
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6. Appendices  

Appendix 1 
 

 

Figure 6: Newspaper advertorial that appeared in the Great Southern Weekender on October 9th 

Appendix 2 

 

Figure 7: Advert that appeared in the Great Southern Weekender on October 23 
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Appendix 3 

 

Figure 8: Story about the workshops that appeared in the Great Southern Weekender a few days after the workshops 
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Appendix 4 

 

Figure 9: Story about the workshops that appeared in the Albany Advertiser after the workshops 

 

 


